
Here Are Your Week(s) In Review:

PRESIDENT TRUMP FY2020 BUDGET ANALYSIS

· Last Monday, the Trump Administration released its Fiscal Year 2020 Budget Request to

Congress.

· It is important to note that the President’s Budget Request has no real impact outside of

outlining administration priorities for the upcoming fiscal year. It seems like déjà vu all over again,

but Congress will ignore most, if not all, of the proposals outlined by the Administration (especially

due to a divided Congress).

Overall: The budget proposes massive cuts in spending. It keeps funding mostly flat for opioid

treatment, while calling for cuts to the Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA).

General:

· Cuts Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Budget by 12 percent.

· Would add work requirements to the Medicaid and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families

Programs.

· Endorses scheduled cuts to Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) payments scheduled to go

into effect October 1st.

· Endorses repeal of the Affordable Care Act (maintains pre-existing conditions protections) by

replacing it with the Graham-Cassidy-Heller-Johnson bill proposed in September 2017.

· Repeals Medicaid Expansion.

· Proposes to block grant the Medicaid program.

Behavioral Health:

· Cuts Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration's (SAMHSAs) budget by $62 million

dollars.

· Provides level funding for the Community Mental Health and Substance Abuse Treatment and

Prevention Block Grants.

· Cuts the Office of National Drug Control Policy's budget by more than 95 percent by moving
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the office's two major grant programs into other federal agencies.

·         Maintains $150 million in funding for Certified Community Behavioral Health Center (CCBHC)

grants.

·         Enables State Medicaid programs to more easily provide one year of post-partum Medicaid

coverage for women with a substance use disorder, to improve health outcomes for mothers and

their infants.

·         Cuts SAMHSA's Programs of Regional and National Significance for prevention by $61 million

and a similar program for treatment by $31 million.

·         Maintains the State Targeted Response (STR) Opioid Grants at $1.5 billion dollars.

·         Calls for an additional $4 million to expand the number of providers authorized to prescribe

medication-assisted treatment under the opioid response measure passed by Congress last year.

·         Cuts $240 million from National Institute of Mental Health.

·         Cuts $123 million from National Institute on Drug Abuse.

·         Cuts $73 million from National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.

·         Eliminates funding for Primary and Behavioral Healthcare Integration Program.

·         Cuts $12 million from the agency's health surveillance programs.

·         The Budget includes an increase of $15 million, for a total of $133 million, to expand access to

school-based programs, including school safety programs such as Project AWARE, Healthy

Transitions, and Mental Health First Aid.

 

EXECUTIVE

 

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) Released Report Analyzing Fentanyl Overdose Deaths

 

·         The CDC's National Center for Health Statistics released a report digging into the rise in

fentanyl-related overdose deaths between 2011 and 2016.

 

·         The uptick in deaths involving fentanyl began in 2013, when there were 1,919. By 2016, the

number of fatalities had surged to 18,335.

 

·         The mortality rate among males also increased more dramatically than for females over that

period. The rate of fentanyl-related deaths was about 40 percent higher for males in 2013. By 2016,
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the male rate was 2.8 times the female death rate.

 

·         Fentanyl-related deaths more than doubled — 113.3 percent, on average — annually between

2013 and 2016 compared with 8.5 percent a year between 2011 and 2013. The biggest jump was

among ages 25 to 34.

 

·         All racial and ethnic subgroups saw exponential increases in overdose deaths involving fentanyl.

Whites had the highest rates, but they increased faster among blacks and Hispanics.

 

CMS Sued Over New Hampshire Medicaid Work Requirements

 

·         The groups suing, National Health Law Program, NH Legal Assistance, and the National Center

for Law and Economic Justice say the say the regulations, which compel the state's low-income

residents to document at least 100 hours of work per month or lose coverage, go against Congress'

intended purpose for Medicaid and will result in tens of thousands of people being forced off.

 

·         The groups are also challenging the Trump administration's decision to let New Hampshire

eliminate retroactive coverage, a longstanding Medicaid provision allowing people to get recent

medical bills paid for when they enroll in the program.

 

·         Medicaid users in New Hampshire will begin losing coverage in August if they don't comply with

the requirements of working or volunteering at least 100 hours a month.

 

FDA Approved First Postpartum Depression Drug

 

·         The FDA approved brexanolone making it the first drug to specifically treat postpartum

depression.

 

·         Sage Therapeutics will market the drug as Zulresso, which will cost $34,000 for a single course

of treatment.

 

·         Experts praised the drug because it works fast, but there are factors that may limit its usage.
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·         Zulresso is given intravenously over 60 hours and must be delivered in an inpatient facility or

hospital. But Sage is developing another similar postpartum depression drug, which is taken as a

daily pill.

 

MedPAC Analysis Shows No Difference in Opioid and Non-Opioid Payment Policies

 

·         In the SUPPORT Act, Congress required the commission to study how Medicare pays for opioid

and non-opioid pain management treatments in hospital inpatient and outpatient settings — and if

there are incentives to prescribe one over the other.

 

·         MedPAC's analysis of certain list prices found that the price of opioid and non-opioid

alternatives vary, with expensive and cheap options for both.

 

·         In its annual report to Congress released last week the commission concluded that there is no

clear indication that Medicare's [inpatient or outpatient prospective payment systems]

discriminates against non-opioids.

 

SAMHSA Releases Medication Assisted Treatment in the Criminal Justice (CJ) System Guidance

 

·         SAMHSA released guidance to state governments on increasing the availability of evidence-

based MAT in CJ settings.

 

·         By including the CJ system as a path to treatment, states may see an increase in access to, and

retention in treatment, and lower rates of overdoses, re-offending, and re-incarcerations.

 

·         In this brief, states are provided an overview of the issue, the challenges to incorporating MAT,

key considerations for establishing MAT in CJ settings, and existing standards/guidelines.

 

·         You can read the guidance here

 

New Analysis Shows Fewer Opioids Prescribed, Longer Durations

 

·         A new analysis of opioid prescribing trends finds that fewer prescriptions have been filled in the
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last seven years, but many of those prescriptions are for a longer period of time.

 

·         Researchers looked the nearly 225 million opioid prescriptions that were filled in the U.S.

between 2006 and 2017.

 

·         The number of filled prescriptions increased between 2006 and 2010, but have steadily

decreased since, for a net 13 percent reduction. At the same time, the number of long-term

prescriptions increased: The average duration increased from 13 days to nearly 18 days, and those

for a 30-day supply or longer increased from 18 percent to nearly 25 percent of all prescriptions.

 

·         Because extended opioid use is most associated with abuse and overdose, the authors write

that the uptick in long-term prescriptions “is notable and worth further investigation.

 

STATE, COUNTY, CITY NEWS

 

California: Gov. Newsom Announces Plans to Create Statewide Mental Health Czar: Newsom made it

clear he intends to create a statewide mental health “czar” who will focus on securing and

implementing resources to address one of the most fundamental health care needs of the state.

Newsom also plans to appoint a new Brain Health Task Force to provide expert direction on how

best to address mental illness and substance abuse disorders. His budget proposal includes $500

million in state funding to develop both temporary shelter and permanent supportive housing for

those who are homeless and suffering from mental illness, as well as $100 million in new funding to

expand the Whole Person Pilot Program, which provides physical and mental health services to

those who need help with a serious behavioral health condition.

 

Colorado: State Abandons Safe Injection Facility Push: Colorado Democrat abandons planned

legislative push for supervised injection facility. State Sen. Brittany Pettersen, the would-be sponsor

of the legislation whose mother struggled with drug addiction for three decades, said in an interview

that ultimately the politics surrounding supervised injection sites and a U.S. attorney's lawsuit in

Philadelphia made this the wrong year to try to establish a program in Denver.  Denver is one of a

handful of U.S. cities that have considered or approved safe injection sites to reduce overdose

deaths. Others include San Francisco, Seattle, Philadelphia and Boston.

 

Georgia: Legislature Passes Bill Creating State Commission to Analyze State’s Behavioral Health System:

A Senate committee voted in favor of a bill to create a state commission to analyze Georgia’s

behavioral health services and recommend improvements. The commission would be authorized to

take ‘’a very deep dive’’ into the state’s mental health system. The 23-member panel would include

“unbiased” experts in the mental health and substance abuse fields. The House has already approved

the bill 152-10.
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Illinois: Senate Bill Proposes Helping Kids at Risk of Entering Foster System Because of Untreated Mental

Illness: An Illinois Senate bill aims to help children who are at risk of entering state custody because

of issues caused by untreated mental illness. Attorney Charles Golbert, Cook County Acting Public

Guardian, says children and youth with serious mental illness may act violently and land in juvenile

court. In these cases, the judge may determine that the child needs treatment in lieu of

incarceration. But currently, the only way to get funding for the mental health treatment [is] for the

court to put the child in the custody of the Department of Children and Family Services. That means

parents give up custody solely to access needed services. In Cook County alone there are about 100

children in the agency's custody under these circumstances at any given time. A new Senate bill

would allow Illinois families to access funding from the Family Support Program to pay for a child’s

mental health treatment, even if the agency steps in to provide temporary guardianship until those

services are arranged. This way, children who find themselves in the delinquency courts—because of

a mental health problem, not because of an issue that needs incarceration—do not have to be taken

away from their parents to obtain that.

 

Iowa: Launching New Statewide Children’s Behavioral Health System: The Iowa Department of Human

Services (DHS) plans to launch a new children’s behavioral health system. The state legislature has

started considering Iowa Senate Study Bill 1197, which would implement the recommendations of

the Iowa DHS "Children’s System State Board Strategic Plan." The legislation is supported by both

the governor, and mental health advocates throughout the state. It is currently unknown how much

funding might be needed for the system. However, DHS Director Jerry Foxhoven said it will involve

more money for the Medicaid managed care organizations to cover new behavioral health services.

 

Kansas: Medicaid Expansion Bill Advances to State Senate: A Medicaid expansion bill advanced in

Kansas, after a coalition of Democrats and moderate Republicans forced a vote. The GOP-controlled

House voted to approve a bill that could expand coverage to as many 150,000 people, after 29 GOP

members sided with all 41 Democrats. The effort to force the bill through came after weeks of

delays centered around a bill proposed by Gov. Laura Kelly, a Democrat elected last year.

 

Minnesota: Bill Passes House to Force Opioid Manufacturers Accountable for Crisis: The Minnesota

House voted Monday night to hold drug manufacturers responsible for the state's growing costs for

dealing with the opioid crisis. The bill passed 94-34 after around four hours of debate that split

mostly along party lines. It would support a wide range of prevention, education, intervention,

treatment and recovery strategies. The state would pay for them by sharply raising its currently low

annual registration fees for pharmaceutical manufacturers and drug wholesalers that sell or

distribute opioids in Minnesota.

 

Nevada: Requesting Medicaid Waiver to Increase Mental Health and Housing Supports: As

policymakers rethink how best to help Nevadans grappling with mental health issues the state

Medicaid program is preparing to ask the federal government to allow it to provide additional

services to some of the state’s most vulnerable residents. The three requests — two waivers of

federal rules and a so-called state plan option — would allow the state Medicaid program to expand

an existing model of providing behavioral and primary health care, offer housing support to those
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with behavioral health issues and rethink the way it pays for specialized foster care. Though the

requests are separate, state officials say that, collectively, they will go a long way toward providing

continuity of care for residents living on the margins. State officials plan to submit one waiver to

expand a behavioral health clinic program by May to begin onboarding new clinics by October and

implement the supportive housing expansion by Jan. 1, 2020. But even with federal approval,

whether Nevada is actually able to put these programs into practice depends on lawmakers, who

hold the purse strings of the state’s budget. One of the three requests Nevada Medicaid plans to

submit would allow the state to expand its so-called Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinic,

or CCBHC, program. Nevada initially had five clinics participating in the demonstration program:

two in Las Vegas, one in Reno, one in Elko and one in Fallon. Two of those clinics, both operated by

WestCare in Reno and Las Vegas, closed last year after struggling to provide the demanding list of

services required of CCBHCs.

 

Nevada: Youth Suicide Rates Rising Statewide: The suicide rate among Nevada youth has spiked, with

more than two dozen children and teens taking their lives last year. The 27 deaths in 2018 were

nearly double the number of youth suicides reported in 2017, and the increase comes amid a similar

trend nationwide. The state health agency is planning to form a team to investigate the increase in

the deaths, aiming for it to help improve prevention efforts.

 

New Hampshire: Requiring MCOs to Support Community Mental Health Centers: In the upcoming New

Hampshire Medicaid managed care organization (MCO) contracts, the state will require the MCOs

to support community mental health centers (CMHCs) and addiction treatment provider

organizations. To support CMHCs, the new contracts call for the MCOs to enter capitated payment

arrangements with community mental health programs and provider organizations. To support

addiction treatment provider organizations, the MCO reimbursements must be no less than the

state’s fee-for-service Medicaid rate. Additionally, the MCOs must contract with any willing peer

recovery provider organization.

 

North Carolina: House Bill Passes to Study Mental Health Screenings in Schools: A bipartisan bill to

allow North Carolina officials to study whether and when to conduct mental-health screenings on

public-school students cleared the House late Wednesday. House Bill 75 was approved by a 113-0

vote. The study would help determine at what age mental health screenings would be conducted,

and when follow-up examinations should occur.

 

Ohio: Gov. DeWine’s Budget Includes $200 Million in New Initiatives for Addiction and Mental Health:

Gov. Mike DeWine (R) announced Friday he wants the state to spend $200 million on new initiatives

aimed at addiction and mental health. DeWine said he wants to decrease the number of drug deaths,

as well as address underlying mental health issues that lead many into substance abuse. The ideas

for the initiatives came from the RecoveryOhio Advisory Council, made up of mental health and

addiction experts, law enforcement officers and state agency leaders. The council visited the state

and talked to people in their communities about gaps in treatment and prevention.

 

South Carolina: 2020 Budget Outlined $2 million Dollars for Mental Health Professionals in Schools: 

SC Lawmakers want $2.2 million of their budget to put mental health professionals in every school
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by 2020.

 

Virginia: State Community Services Boards Now Will Provide Same Day Mental Health Assessments:

Governor Ralph Northam (D) announced Community Services Boards across the state are now

providing same day mental health screenings. The same-day assessments can make a big difference

in getting the help they need. More funding is needed to make sure there are enough mental health

service providers to meet the need for those seeking screenings.

 

Davidson County, SC: Announced Opioid Response Coordinator Position: The County announced the

intention to hire an opioid response coordinator. The opioid response coordinator — a position name

that may be tweaked in the future to sound less specific — will work in the Health Department.

Health Director Lillian Koontz described the position as someone who would provide community

engagement, research evidence-based programs, give guidance on community resources, work as a

liaison with community groups and research and apply for grants related to substance abuse

 

Guilford County, NC: Announced Mental Health Czar to Oversee County Mental Health Transformation

Plan: Guilford County is implementing an entire new mental health delivery system and now the

county will fill a new position with a person who’ll essentially be the new mental health czar. Guilford

County has been working with Cone Health and Sandhills Center Inc., a mental health care

administrative entity, to develop a state-of-the-art mental health care system that officials hope will

be a model for the rest of North Carolina. This week, the newest aspect of that plan became known. 

The director-level county position would be in charge of all mental health and behavioral health

operations in the county.

 

Hamilton County, IN: Launched Opioid Quick Response Team: Cracking down on opioids is the goal of

a new program in Hamilton County. County authorities are implementing the program called the

Opioid Quick Response Team. It is made up of a law enforcement officer, a firefighter or medic, and a

peer recovery specialist. They will meet with Hamilton County overdose victims and try to get them

into treatment programs. In 2018, dispatch received 459 overdose calls and unfortunately 38 opioid

overdose deaths confirmed in Hamilton County. Grants from the Indiana Family and Social Services

Administration's Division of Mental Health and Addictions are helping to fund the program.

 

Kern County, CA: County Implementing New Medi-Cal Program Increasing Access to Services: Kern

County has implemented a new system to provide a wider range of services to residents seeking

substance abuse treatment. Medi-Cal is expanding services to its patients through its new Drug

Medi-Cal Organized Delivery System, which gives those seeking treatment easier access to services,

medications and resources, including their own case manager. One major change is the primary

point of entry for people seeking treatment: a new 24-hour phone-screening program provided by

its Gateway Services Team. Previously, people had to seek help in-person during regular business

hours at one of the organization’s several locations in Kern County, including one in the county

courthouse, to start the referral process. Now, people can contact the organization for services at

any time day or night from the comfort of their own home, which Kern BHRS said has already led to

an increase in demand for services in the week or so it has implemented the new system. As part of

the new screening system, callers take a short questionnaire so Kern BHRS can assess their need for
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treatment services, after which they will be referred to a provider to get a full assessment and sign

up for treatment. Case managers will be on hand to ensure an easy transition between levels of care

as well as transitioning out of treatment, to provide resources and links to extra support, help with

choosing a physician, making appointments and more

 

Mahoning County, OH: County Announces Each Law Enforcement Outfit Has CIT Officer: Mahoning

County started Crisis Intervention Team training classes in 2006 with the goal to have at least one

officer from every law-enforcement outfit in the county trained to interact with those having a

mental health crisis and this week it celebrated reaching its goal. Sgt. Jerry Fulmer, who teaches the

classes, said “we approach mental illness as an illness, not a crime, which is a shift from the ’90s and

early 2000s. The goal of this is to get people who need help into programs, into facilities or services

that are better suited for their care as opposed to just locking them up.”

 

San Mateo County, CA: Investing in Mental Health Supports throughout County Jail System: San Mateo

County Sheriff’s Office is aiming to bolster support for programs providing inmates with specialized

mental health treatment and education while they are in custody. Whether it entails stabilizing

inmates with medication, working with small groups to write in journals and learn about their mental

health conditions or connecting inmates with pet-assisted therapy, county law enforcement and

health officials have been strengthening the continuum of mental health resources for those in

custody. By providing a series of programs treating inmates with a range of conditions, jail staff are

hoping they can meet the wide array of needs of those whose mental health conditions may have

landed them in jail or present a threat to themselves. Staffed with a psychologist, psychiatrist and a

nurse who are available 24 hours a day, a mental health worker who checks on those admitted to the

unit every 15 minutes and two sheriff’s deputies, the ASU is equipped to treat inmates with a range

of conditions, including depression, bipolar disorder, mania and schizophrenia. Before the unit

admitted its first patient in October, inmates experiencing psychiatric emergencies were

transported by at least two deputies to an emergency room in Santa Clara County, where they

would wait with the general public for care. By transitioning psychiatric emergency services to

another unit within the San Mateo County jail, health officials and deputies are able to ensure

inmates receive more immediate and consistent treatment within the same facility, where they can

also extend the average length of stay to more than 30 days if needed.

 

Baltimore, MD: Began Construction on City Crisis Stabilization Center: The crisis stabilization center

will be the first of its kind in the city and one of only a few nationally. It aims to divert some of the

16,000 people who go to hospital emergency rooms in Baltimore every year because of drugs and

alcohol even when they do not need acute medical care. Officials say the center will open in about a

year and potentially help stem skyrocketing overdose deaths from the opioid epidemic. The center

was spearheaded by the Baltimore Health Department and Behavioral Health System Baltimore, the

nonprofit that oversees mental-health and substance-use treatment in the city. Up to 35 people at a

time could be brought by ambulance or referred from other hospitals to the center. The center will

use the building’s first floor, with remaining space leased to other community health-care providers.

The city is currently operating a pilot which has served 343 people, with 391 visits, and has sent 62

percent of them on to treatment. After 30 days, about 40 percent remained in that treatment.
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Cincinnati, OH: Launched Safe Places Cincy Program: Cincinnati recently launched Safe Places Cincy,

a pilot program that lets those seeking treatment get it fast, simply by walking into a Cincinnati

health center. The goal is to quickly connect a person seeking drug treatment with the right medical

care. Safe Places Cincy works like this: If you want addiction treatment, go to a Cincinnati health

center and ask for it. Once there, a "strike force team" will figure out whether you need

hospitalization. If so, they'll get you to the hospital. If not, they’ll connect with one of three

partnering addiction centers: Talbert House, Brightview Health or the Center for Addiction

Treatment, to secure an appointment. After that, they’ll call Uber Health for a ride to the center if it's

open. If not, they'll get you to a safe place to stay. When the treatment site opens, Uber Health will

take you there. Treatment centers and shelters will be informed, and the Exchange Project, the

area's syringe-exchange program, will provide news about the additional way to get help to its

participants. The program was inspired by Manchester, NH’s Safe Station Program, which started

with fire stations open 24-7 to those seeking treatment. Cincinnati Fire Department officials

weren't entirely comfortable with the idea, so organizers took a different route via the health

centers. The program did not require City Council approval because the cost of the Uber service is

coming through the Interact grant, and the health centers are already staffed. Private insurance or

Medicaid covers treatment and health teams will help enroll the uninsured.

 

Cincinnati, OH: Schools Launch Hope Squad Program for Students: More than 450 middle and high

school students across Southwest Ohio got excused from class Monday to attend the first Ohio

Hope Squad Conference at the Sharonville Convention Center. The students and their advisers have

formed the region's first Hope Squads — groups of peers trained to listen to classmates suffering

disappointment, crisis, mental health problems or suicidal thoughts. Hope Squad is a national

movement to address the youth-suicide epidemic by countering the notion that teenagers don't

have the maturity to handle heavy emotions. Hope Squad started this school year in 39 Southwest

Ohio middle and high schools, including Mason High School, the state's largest. When a new school

year starts in the fall at least 55 area schools will have Hope Squads. Students recommend

classmates to Hope Squad, and squad members receive training in listening to and empathizing with

students. The squad members do not offer counseling or therapy but refer students to adults who

can help. Hope Squad's primary task is to offer a connection and a sense of belonging to all students.

 

Manchester, NH: Mayor Craig Announces Opioid Overdoses and Deaths Decreased in 2018: Mayor

Joyce Craig trumpeted figures that show both opioid overdoses and deaths dropped in 2018.

Manchester saw a 19 percent decrease in opioid overdoses in 2018 and a 22 percent drop in opioid

deaths. Figures from American Medical Response showed crews responded to 706 overdoses in the

city in 2018 compared to 877 in 2017. It was the first yearly drop in years. Explanations include a

reduction of stigma related to opioid use, acceptance of Safe Station as an access point to resources,

more public awareness and education of opiate dangers, increased public availability of naloxone (a

drug to reverse opioid overdoses) and increased law enforcement activity focused on illicit drug

business.

 

Milwaukee, WI: Hospital System Supplying 24/7 Recovery Coaches: Ascension Hospital System is now

offering 24/7 recovery coaches to meet patients recovering from an overdose. To date, the coaches

have responded to 241 emergency calls in three emergency rooms. All patients have been
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connected with treatment programs. The program started in October and they’re hoping to make

the program permanent.

 

Springfield, MO: High School Receives Mental Health First Aid Training Program Grant: A Springfield

high school was selected as one of eight pilot schools to participate in a new, nationwide mental

health training program for high school students. Lady Gaga founded the Born This Way Foundation

with her mother seven years ago to advocate for mental health awareness through two main goals:

“empowering youth” and “inspiring bravery.” This year, her foundation partnered with the National

Council for Behavioral Health to introduce teen Mental Health First Aid programs across the

country. Springfield Public Schools and the Community Partnership of the Ozarks will partner to

pilot the program. The research group will conduct surveys on the students in the program, along

with conducting follow-up surveys throughout their time in high school on how it helps them deal

with mental health crises.

 

IN OTHER NEWS

 

Psychiatric ER visits among young people increase by nearly 30 percent

 

·         A new study shows that emergency room visits for psychiatric reasons have risen nearly 30

percent in people ages 6-24

 

·         Looking at data between 2011 and 2015, researchers found even larger spikes among

adolescent patients (54 percent) and Hispanic patients (91 percent).

 

·         Suicide-related visits more than doubled among adolescents, and despite the increase, fewer

than 40 percent met with a mental health specialist

 

·         You can view the report here

 

JAMA Reports Shows 1 in 6 Children Have Treatable Mental Health Disorder

 

·         National Survey of Children's Health data published online in JAMA Pediatrics indicated that as

many as one in six U.S. children between the ages of 6 and 17 has a treatable mental health disorder

such as depression, anxiety problems or attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).

 

·         The analysis also found that nearly half of children with these disorders did not receive

counseling or treatment from a mental health professional such as a psychiatrist, psychologist or
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clinical social worker

 

·         At the state level, the prevalence of mental health disorders ranged from a low of 7.6 percent in

Hawaii to a high of 27.2 percent in Maine. Other states with prevalence 20 percent or higher:

Alabama, Indiana, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, Rhode Island,

South Carolina, Utah and West Virginia.

 

·         Read the report here

 

American Farmers Confronting Mental Health Crisis

 

·         The worst agricultural downturn since the 1980s is taking its toll on the emotional well-being of

American farmers

 

·         In 2018, the number of calls to Farm Aid’s Hotline rose 109 percent to 1,034, increasing in the

last five months of the year. In November, crisis assistance accounted for 78 percent of contacts to

the hotline

 

ACLU Report Shows Schools Shortage of Mental Health Professionals

 

·         A report from the ACLU found widespread understaffing of school-based mental health

workers and a pervasive presence of police in schools, despite evidence that mental health staff

members reduce violence in schools, while police do not. Yet in response to school shootings over

the last 20 years, federal and state governments have largely been investing in more police – not

more counselors, psychologists or social workers.

 

·         The ACLU found that “nearly half” of students who drop out of school struggle with mental

health issues. Yet roughly 80 percent of students in need of mental health services do not receive

services in their communities. Of those who do receive services, the large majority are treated in

their schools. Students are 21 times more likely to visit a school-based mental health service than a

community mental health center, the report said.

 

·         Based on the average number of students per school counselor, the ACLU concluded that the

average counselor is “seriously overworked with student caseloads 78 percent greater than what is

recommended by experts.”
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·         The country has over 27,000 sworn police officers in schools, but just 23,000 social workers. 

 

·         Read the report here

 

Kaiser Permanente Launches investment to Fight Homelessness

 

·         Kaiser Permanente is partnering with the nonprofit Community Solutions in a new effort to

tackle chronic homelessness

 

·         Mortality rates among the chronically homeless — who are unlikely to have access to or seek

out routine medical care — are up to four times higher than that of the general population

 

·         The company will provide $3 million over a three-year period to help with Community

Solutions’ initiative for better understanding the dynamics of homelessness

 

·         The partnership will focus on 15 communities where Kaiser Permanente operates, including

various parts of California and the Washington, D.C., area

 

American Journal of Preventive Medicine Study Shows Adverse Childhood Experiences Lead to

Higher Out of Pocket Health Costs Later in Life

 

·         Adverse childhood experiences, including abuse and having parents with mental health issues,

are associated with higher out-of-pocket health care costs later in life

 

·         Children who face adversities are more likely to have higher rates of mental and physical illness,

but this is the first study to show effects on certain health care costs

 

·         Those who reported having one or two adverse experiences growing up had, on average, $184

more in annual out-of-pocket costs in the household compared to those with no such experiences
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·         Three or more events were associated with an average of $311 more in out-of-pocket costs and

were twice as likely to have medical debt

 

·         The study relied on people recalling childhood experiences, so it may be limited by possible

recall bias

 

·         You can read the study here

 

GRANTS AVAILABLE

 

New Grant Postings Last Week:

 

HHS

Department of Health and Human Services

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration National Evaluation of the

Technology Transfer Center Program Synopsis 1

https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=313996

 

HHS

Department of Health and Human Services

National Institutes of Health

Avenir Award Program for Genetics or Epigenetics of Substance Use Disorders (DP1 Clinical Trial

Optional) Synopsis 1

https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=313961

 

HHS

Department of Health and Human Services

Health Resources and Services Administration Opioid Workforce Expansion Program (OWEP)

Paraprofessionals Synopsis 1

https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=307942

 

GRANTS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE:

 

Link Name Awards Award

Amt.

Funding Local

Gov't

Eligibility

Overall

Eligibility

https://www.samhsa.gov/grants

/grant-announcements

/ti-19-007

Targeted

Capacity

Expansion:

Special Projects

22 $375k/yr. $8.3m No Eligible

applicants are

domestic public

and private
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nonprofit

entities.

https://www.samhsa.gov/grants

/grant-announcements

/sm-19-012

National

Center of

Excellence for

Integrated

Health

Solutions

1 $2m $2m No Public or

private

universities and

colleges.

Behavioral

health care

organizations.

National

stakeholder

organizations.

https://www.samhsa.gov/grants

/grant-announcements

/sp-19-004

Strategic

Prevention

Framework -

Partnerships

for Success

127 $300k/yr. $38m No Eligibility is

limited to 1)

federally

recognized

American

Indian/Alaska

Native (AI/AN)

tribes, tribal

organizations,

Urban Indian

Organizations,

or consortia of
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tribes or tribal

organizations

and 2) domestic

public or

private non-

profit entities

Building

Communities of

Recovery

3 200,000 $521,000 No domestic

private

nonprofit

entities in

states,

territories, or

tribes

https://www.samhsa.gov/grants

/grant-announcements

/sm-19-007

PROJECT

Launch

15 $800k $12.3 M No domestic public

and private

nonprofit
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entities

https://www.samhsa.gov/grants

/grant-announcements

/sm-19-009

Grants for

Expansion and

Sustainability

of the

Comprehensive

Community

Mental Health

Services for

Children

6 to 24 TBD $24.5 m Yes State

governments,

territories,

governmental

units within

political

subdivisions of

a state (e.g.,

county, city,

town)
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https://www.samhsa.gov/grants

/grant-announcements

/ti-19-008

Minority AIDS

Initiative:

Substance Use

Disorder

Treatment for

Minority

Populations

24 $500k $12 m No domestic public

and private

nonprofit

entities

https://www.grants.gov

/web/grants/view-

opportunity.html?oppId=311848

Rural

Communities

Opioid

Response

Program –

Implementation

75 $1m $75m No domestic public

or private, non-

profit or for-

profit entities,

including faith-

based and

community-

based

organizations,

tribes, and

tribal

organizations

and should

serve rural

communities at
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the highest risk

for SUD

https://www.grants.gov

/web/grants/view-

opportunity.html?oppId=311849

Rural

Communities

Opioid

Response

Program-

Evaluation

1 $3m $3m No domestic public

or private, non-

profit or for-

profit

organizations.

Institutions of

higher

education,

faith-based and

community-

based

organizations,

tribes, and

tribal

organizations

are eligible to

apply
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https://www.samhsa.gov/grants

/grant-announcements

/ti-19-004

First

Responders

Comprehensive

45 250 to

800k

$16.5 m Yes •State

governments;

•Federally
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Addiction and

Recovery Act

recognized

American

Indian/Alaska

Native (AI/AN)

tribes, tribal

organizations,

Urban Indian

Organizations,

and consortia of

tribes or tribal

organizations;

and

•Local

governmental

entities

including, but

not limited to,

municipal

corporations,

counties, cities,

boroughs,

incorporated

towns, and

townships
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https://www.grants.gov

/web/grants/view-

opportunity.html?oppId=313481

Opioid Affected

Youth Initiative

10 TBD $8m Yes states

(including

territories),

units of local

government,

and federally

recognized

tribal

governments

https://www.grants.gov

/web/grants/view-

opportunity.html?oppId=311449

Rehabilitation

Research and

Training Center

(RRTC) on

Transition to

Employment

for Youth and

Young Adults

with Serious

Mental Health

Conditions

1 $875k $875k Yes State

governments

County

governments

For profit

organizations

other than

small

businesses

Native

American tribal

organizations

(other than

Federally

recognized

tribal

governments)

Nonprofits

having a
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501(c)(3) status

with the IRS,

other than

institutions of

higher

education

Special district

governments

Public and State

controlled

institutions of

higher

education

Native

American tribal

governments

(Federally

recognized)

Others (see text

field entitled

"Additional

Information on

Eligibility" for

clarification)

Nonprofits that

do not have a

501(c)(3) status

with the IRS,

other than

institutions of

higher

education

Independent

school districts

City or

township

governments

Private

institutions of

higher

education
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https://www.samhsa.gov/grants

/grant-announcements

/sm-19-011

Transforming

Lives Through

Supported

Employment

7 $800k $5.7 m Yes State

governments;

the District of

Columbia,

Guam, the

Commonwealth

of Puerto Rico,

the Northern

Mariana

Islands, the

Virgin Islands,

American

Samoa, the

Federated

States of

Micronesia, the

Republic of the

Marshall

Islands, and the

Republic of

Palau are also

eligible to

apply.

Governmental

units within

political

subdivisions of

a state, such as

a county, city or

town

Federally

recognized

American

Indian/Alaska

Native (AI/AN)

tribes, tribal

organizations,

Urban Indian

Organizations,

and consortia

of tribes or

tribal

organizations

Public or
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private

universities and

colleges

Community-

and faith-based

organization

https://www.samhsa.gov/grants

/grant-announcements

/ti-19-009

National

Evaluation of

the Technology

Transfer Center

Program

1 $750k $750k No Public or

private

universities and

colleges.

Behavioral

health care

organizations.

National

stakeholder

organizations

https://www.grants.gov

/web/grants/view-

opportunity.html?oppId=313068

Neonatal

Abstinence

Syndrome

National

Training

Initiative

1 $432k $432k No Universities
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READING MATERIAL

 

Kaiser Health News: Understanding Loneliness in Older Adults – And Tailoring A Solution

 

The Economist: What Disasters Reveal About Mental Health Care

 

Ed Week: Schools Grapple With Student Depression As Data Shows Worsening Problem

The Independent: Why Soccer can open the door to overdue conversations about mental health

 

STAT: Deregulating Buprenorphine Will Save Lives

 

 

**THE INFORMATION COMPILED IN THIS EMAIL CAME FROM VARIOUS NEWS SOURCES

INCLUDING: POLITICO, AXIOS, THE HILL, MODERN HEALTHCARE, STAT, KAISER HEATLH

NEWS, WASHINGTON POST, NY TIMES, CQ ROLL CALL**

 

Joel E. Miller

Executive Director and CEO

American Mental Health Counselors Association (AMHCA)
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